The Comedy Hypnosis of Puck
Biography
Puck’s entertainment journey in the world of magic started at the age of six. These
creative and unique talents were recognized with several awards including 1st
Place at the prestigious World Magic Summit in Washington, DC.
While performing as a professional magician, Puck met Curtis Carroll, aka
“Alexander,” America’s Funniest Hypnotist. Curtis took a liking to Puck and
offered to mentor him in the specialized and “secret” art of Stage Hypnosis. Before
embarking on this new career opportunity, Puck was certified at The American
Institute of Hypnotherapy. Once certified, Alexander took Puck on the road as
his apprentice, teaching him everything he had perfected during his highly
successful 35 year career.
With these newly acquired skills Puck began performing “hyp” shows on his own.
Over the next fifteen years, Puck has mastered his teachings, made the Alexander
show his own and has been showered with great reviews. He has presented his
highly entertaining and extremely funny hypnosis show in venues from Six Flags
theme parks to luxury cruise liners around the world. He has worked for such
major companies such as Glaxo Welcome, Kornferry International, and The Xerox
Corporation just to name a few. He has also worked for colleges, fairs, and resorts
all around the world.
You can tell by watching Puck perform that he truly enjoys what he does. What
better gift in life than to do what you love as a career? This native New Yorker now
resides in Central Florida with his wife and three children and performs over 200
shows a year.
Whether you're on the stage or in the audience you will definitely have an
enjoyable experience that you are sure to talk about for a very long time. Puck’s
show truly “must be seen to be believed!” This is real hypnosis at its best – where
audience volunteers become the stars of the show.

